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S.D. Standard Drilling Plc (OB:SDSD) 

 
Summary: SDSD is a holding company set up by the Norwegian investor Oystein 
Spetalen to acquire oil supply vessels from distressed sellers in the North Sea at the 
bottom of the cycle. Spetalen has an outstanding record making these investments, 
selling near peak cycle, and returning all cash to shareholders. We think he will sell 
SDSD for ~2x the current market cap in 1-2 years. The North Sea started recovering in 
early 2018, but this opportunity still exists because SDSD is overlooked: it has a 
~$100mm market cap, trades ~$120k/day and is only covered by Norwegian sell-side. If 
the recovery takes longer than we expect, several Nordic peers will likely be forced 
sellers of vessels again. As the only player with significant net cash, SDSD would be 
poised to make more attractive buys. It therefore has limited downside but 2x upside.  
Company and Industry Overview 
The Norwegian investor Oystein Spetalen has an outstanding record of buying Nordic energy 
assets and selling them for significant returns within 3 years. He has done this with numerous 
companies and has already done it twice with SDSD in the past. The company is now 
repeating the approach for a third time and has used the collapse of oil prices since 2014 to 
acquire stakes in 20 platform supply vessels in the North Sea from distressed sellers. These 
vessels carry cargo such as equipment and fluids to offshore oil fields, for operators like Statoil 
and BP. The North Sea market consists of ~130 vessels, of which ~60 are in layup after 
arguably the worst downturn in its history. The industry is highly cyclical and ultimately driven 
by confidence in future oil prices, which drive the capex of oil companies and the demand for 
rigs and vessels. Like other cyclical industries, many companies took on large amounts of 
debt to order vessels at peak cycle and have since become forced sellers. We became 
interested in SDSD after our industry contacts consistently and voluntarily picked it out as the 
one company that has been able to take advantage of this. As one source said: 
“That particular company is very unique. They’ve got cash in reserve and they’ve been able 
to take advantage of distressed sales in the market… There are not really any companies 
buying vessels at the rate they are buying. They’re good quality vessels. Able to work freely 
in the North Sea on a range of contracts. They should make probably substantial profits for 
those PSVs that they bought very cheaply.” 
The market is now clearly recovering: 

 
 

Share Price 1.48NOK    Upside Methodology

Shares Out (mm) 576              Base Case 93% New-build parity of fleet.

Market Cap ($mm) 103$            Bull Case 120% New-build parity of fleet + further acquisitions.

Net Cash ($mm) 21$              Bear Case -31%

Enterprise Value ($mm) 82$              

Volume ($k) $117k

USD/NOK 8.3               

Summary Stats (8 Oct, 2018) Valuation Scenarios

80% of acquisition cost for "Standard" vessels. 

No value for other vessels.
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Investment Thesis 
(1) Spetalen will likely sell SDSD’s vessels in 1-2 years and return cash to shareholders.  
We outline a longer history of Oystein Spetalen’s energy investments in the appendix, but 
here focus on the two times he has already used SDSD to make investments. The first started 
in 2011 when the company ordered 7 rigs for down-payments of ~$260mm. All 7 rigs were 
sold between 2011-13 while still in construction for a profit of $222mm, or a +87% total return. 
SDSD then payed out $1.62/shr in dividends and the stub traded at $0.25/shr. A shareholder 
at SDSD’s IPO in 2011 at $1/shr would also have realized a total return of +87%. The S&P 
GSCI Energy Index returned +8% over the same period.  
Interestingly, SDSD’s share price had fluctuated from 2011 to mid-2012 with little direction 
until they started selling the bulk of the rigs, which would have given investors the chance to 
buy in later and achieve an even better IRR. This looks to be happening again today, with the 
stock trading ~20% below its peak in May despite no news and Brent oil being up ~15%. 
SDSD’s second act started in Sep 2014 when the company acquired a stake in the rig 
company Prospector Offshore Drilling for $65mm. Spetalen realized this was a mistake as the 
price of oil crashed and sold the stake just 2 months later for $51mm to Paragon Offshore for 
a loss of 21%. The S&P GSCI Energy Index fell 27% in this time, and Paragon ultimately went 
bust 18 months later. This episode actually enhances our view of Spetalen. 
SDSD is now in its third act, and this time Spetalen has the tailwind of acquiring the assets at 
the very bottom of the North Sea cycle. That recovery is now well under way.  
(2) SDSD’s vessels are worth NOK 2.6/shr on a new-build parity basis. Adding NOK 

0.3/shr of net cash gives an intrinsic value of NOK 2.9/shr and nearly 100% upside. 
SDSD’s fleet can be split into 3 sections: 
- 5x “Standard” vessels: 100% owned by SDSD. These are high-quality, large, 8-11 years 

old and have had near 94% utilization in 2018. 
- 6x “World” vessels: 26.2% owned. Above-average quality, medium size, 5 years old, 

currently stacked. 
- 9x “FS” vessels: 25.5% owned. Below-average quality, medium size, 9-13 years old, 83% 

utilization in 2018. 
The industry-standard method to value these vessels is to calculate their new-build parity. This 
is a replacement cost that takes the estimated cost to order the vessel today and depreciates 
that by the age of the vessel. Having spoken with several shipyards, our calculations suggest 
the fleet is worth $178mm to SDSD (NOK 2.6/shr). Adding $21mm (NOK 0.3/shr) of net cash 
gives an intrinsic value of $199m (NOK 2.9/shr), or 93% upside. We think Spetalen will sell 
the company for this price as the market recovers in the next 1-2 years. For comparison, the 
valuations of a well-known consultant called VesselsValue suggest 135% upside. 2014 market 
prices suggest 230%. SDSD’s rock-bottom acquisition prices suggest only 4% downside: 

 
(3) Limited downside as stock is trading at SDSD’s acquisition costs. In fact, a slower 

recovery would create more forced sellers for SDSD to buy from. 
As the furthest right column on the table above shows, the market is giving SDSD no premium 
above the cost it acquired the vessels for. Not only does this not price in the market recovery 
that is already taking place, our industry calls suggest that the vessels have always been worth 
more and that SDSD only achieved these prices because it was acquiring from forced sellers: 

 New 

Build 

Cost 

Age 

(Years)

 New-

Build 

Parity 

Ownership
Number 

of Vessels

 Original 

Build 

Cost 

 VesselValue 

estimate 

 2014 

Market 

Price 

 SDSD's 

Acquistion 

Cost 

"Standard" vessels 40.0$       9.6 24.6$       100.0% 5x 47.4$       30.7$           41.3$       12.4$        
"World" vessels 23.0$       5.0 18.4$       26.2% 6x 33.0$       21.9$           31.6$       4.6$          
"FS" vessels 20.0$       10.7 11.5$       25.5% 9x 28.7$       14.6$           27.8$       3.9$          

Value of Fleet to SDSD: 178.4$     221.7$         319.7$     78.2$        
Net Cash 21.0$       21.0$           21.0$       21.0$        

Intrinsic Value 199.4$     242.7$         340.7$     99.2$        
Market Cap 103.1$     103.1$         103.1$     103.1$      

Equity Upside 93% 135% 230% -4%

Useful Comparisons (PER VESSEL)New-Build Parity Calculations ($mm PER VESSEL)
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- ER Offshore (9 vessels) was forced into a bank sale and today has no vessels remaining. 
- World Wide Supply ASA (6 vessels) had defaulted and had no vessels operating. 
- Volstad Shipping (3 vessels) was forced into a bank sale and has now exited the industry. 
- Island Offshore (2 vessels) had breached covenants and was restructuring. 
Another downside argument is that the latest data suggests the improvement in day-rates for 
vessels in the North Sea has slowed because owners are bringing their vessels out of lay-up 
quicker than expected. Yet we think that this will be negative for SDSD’s Nordic peers but 
positive for SDSD itself. It means that while the destination of a balanced market hasn’t’ 
changed, the journey will be tougher because day-rates will recover slowly before spiking 
when utilizations reach ~80%. SDSD’s Nordic peer group is heavily indebted with an average 
of 13x ND/EBITDA, and several of them will likely be forced sellers in the next 6 months. At 
that point, SDSD is the obvious buyer as the only public vessel company with a significant net 
cash balance. SDSD’s chairman talked in Sep about more deal opportunities in Winter 2018.  
We have identified 31 vessels in layup that are higher quality than many of SDSD’s existing 
vessels and would be suitable acquisitions (see appendix). Our new-build parity valuations 
above suggest that SDSD has so far acquired vessels for an average of just 43% of their 
replacement cost and have actually done better in their most recent acquisitions. It is tricky to 
quantify future acquisitions, but a crude way is to say that if SDSD continue to acquire $1 of 
vessel value for 44 cents, their $21mm of net cash could end up buying $48mm worth of 
vessels. Our bull case is that Spetalen sells SDSD in 1-2 years for the $178mm of new-build 
parity for current vessels + $48mm of future ones = $226mm. That represents 120% upside.  
Relative Valuation vs Peers 

 
Aside from being the only public company with significant net cash, we like SDSD because it 
trades at nearly half the multiple of peers. We haven’t calculated new-build parity for every 
peer, but a good proxy is tangible book value because this typically takes the historic cost of 
building the vessel depreciated for age. (And will actually be generous as new-build costs 
today are lower than historically). Adding net debt to tangible book gives us ‘tangible capital’. 
On EV/TC the peer group is trading at 0.89x versus 0.46x on our new-build parity for SDSD. 
Historically, these businesses tend to trade at 1x during mid-cycle and above/below during 
peak/trough cycle. Other than SDSD, we like the US peers TDW and particularly GLF. Both 
have both been through Chp 11, have limited debt, and had assets heavily written down so 
their new-build values are significantly higher than tangible capital. 
Key Risks 
1. We do not attempt to predict oil prices and instead value assets at today’s prices and require 
a large margin of safety. Nevertheless, oil falling to $40-50 would require significantly more 
vessels to be scrapped before the market rebalances. While most of SDSD’s value lies in 
above-average quality vessels which would not be scrapped, they would continue to 
depreciate at ~7% a year. A ‘grizzly bear’ scenario where oil were to settle in the $30-40s 
much of North Sea drilling would become unsustainable. Assuming SDSD’s “World” and “FS” 
vessels would be worthless and that the high quality “Standard” vessels would only be worth 
80% of SDSD’s acquisition cost gives an intrinsic value of $71mm and 32% downside.  
2. Management execution. While Spetalen has an excellent record, SDSD could issue equity 
to acquire. Given the stock’s discount to intrinsic value this could destroy value. SDSD is also 
just one of several investment vehicles controlled by Spetalen, and so is not his only focus. 

$mm
Market 

Cap
Net Debt EV

C

o

l

Tangible 

Capital
EV/TC

C

o

l

Column53

Bourbon Corporation SA (ENXTPA:GBB) 514$        1,569$    2,083$    1,614$    1.29x
Tidewater Inc. (NYSE:TDW) 934$        14$          948$        957$        0.99x Assets written down in Chp 11.

Havila Shipping ASA (OB:HAVI) 19$          470$        489$        503$        0.97x
Solstad Farstad ASA (OB:SOFF) 167$        3,260$    3,427$    3,735$    0.92x

Gulfmark Offshore, Inc. (AMEX:GLF) 252$        40$          292$        342$        0.85x Assets written down in Chp 11.
DOF ASA (OB:DOF) 259$        1,639$    1,897$    2,522$    0.75x

Siem Offshore Inc. (OB:SIOFF) 215$        947$        1,162$    1,623$    0.72x
Eidesvik Offshore ASA (OB:EIOF) 49$          249$        298$        423$        0.71x

Nordic American Offshore Ltd. (NYSE:NAO) 60$          105$        165$        351$        0.47x
Industry 2,468$    8,293$    10,761$  12,070$  0.89x

S.D. Standard Drilling Plc (OB:SDSD) 104$        83$          178$        0.46x *Using new-build parity
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Oystein Spetalen 
Norwegian investor Oystein Spetalen is the key driver behind the company. He owns several 
investment vehicles including the Ferncliff group, a private investment fund that has been most 
active in the Norwegian energy space but has also made investments across TMT, property, 
and healthcare. Spetalen and Ferncliff together own most of Saga Tankers ASA, which owns 
~20% of SDSD’s stock. Spetalen installed Martin Nes as the current chairman, who is the 
CEO of Ferncliff and also installed as the chairman of Saga Tankers. He owns 2.2mm shares. 
Spetalen also installed Arne Fredly from Apollo Asset Ltd as an independent director. Fredly 
is an independent Norwegian investor and has a history of working with Spetalen. Fredly owns 
5% of SDSD through Apollo and has stakes in several Spetalen companies. The rest of the 
company is comprised of a General Manager, CFO, and independent director. Management 
of the vessels is outsourced to Fletcher Shipping. 
In additional to SDSD, Spetalen has an outstanding investment record: 

 
SDSD itself was founded in 2010 by Spetalen, Glen Ole Rodland and Gunnar Hvammen to 
own and finance 1 jack-up rig to be constructed at the Keppel FELS yard in Singapore. The 
company raised $372mm in 2010-11 and used this to acquired a further 6 rig contracts, taking 
the total to 7. These were then sold between 2011-13 and the proceeds paid out in dividends: 
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Unit Economics/How these businesses make money 
The PSV business model is simple: companies order vessels from ship builders typically years 
in advance of delivery, and lease them to oil companies typically on contracts of 3-12 months. 
There is also a spot market that is used particularly often when demand for vessels for a long 
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period is low (like now). While the opex of hiring a captain and crew tend to be relatively fixed, 
the day rates paid by oil companies tends to vary greatly over the course of a cycle: 

 
Utilization of vessels is also very important. This can be as high as 90% for the industry at 
peak cycle, and 30% at trough cycle as ships get put into lay-up. 
Ships usually last for ~25 years. Vessel values are typically determined by the cost and 
depreciation as they age, but the cyclicality of the industry typically means that companies 
end up ordering vessels at the top of the cycle, and so vessels often earn lower than normal 
FCFs in their initial years which means that their PV ends up being below the cost of 
construction. 
An example of the cash flows over remaining life of one of the “Standard” vessels: 

  
 

The North Sea PSV Market 
The North Sea has been a market for offshore oil for nearly a century. Numerous oil companies 
operate in the region, most notably the majors like Statoil, BP, and Shell, but also many others. 
The PSV market also consists of many players are barriers to entry are extremely low: it is 
easy to rent a boat and hire and captain and crew. The biggest players tend to be Norwegian 
or US companies. On the Norwegian side, these include Solstad/Farstad/Deep Sea Supply 
(recently merged), DOF, Havila, Eidesvik and many others. On the US side these include 
Tidewater, Hornbeck, Gulfmark, and SEACOR Marine.  
There are ~130 PSVs in the market, of which ~60 are currently in layup. More vessels could 
come from other markets if conditions improve. The live status of all vessels can be tracked 
at http://westshore.no/, with live locations at https://theseabay.com/Client/Home#. 
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Vessel Assumptions

Vessel Life (years) 25

Current Age (years) 10

Revenue Assumptions

Current Day Rate 13,500$   

Long-term Day Rate 25,000$   

Current Utilisation 94%

Long-term Utilisation 80%

Years to transition 3

Day Rate inflation pa -1.25%

Scrap Value -$         

Cost Assumptions

OPEX pd 8,000$     

OPEX inflation pa 2.00%

Survey cost pa 255,000$ 

Other Assumptions

Discount rate 10.0%

NPV 25,722,707$ 

Year Utilisation Day Rate Revenues OPEX pd OPEX Survey Costs FCFF
1 94% 13,500$     4,631,850$    8,160$       2,799,696$    255,000$   1,577,154$   
2 87% 19,250$     6,112,838$    8,323$       2,643,032$    255,000$   3,214,805$   
3 80% 25,000$     7,300,000$    8,490$       2,478,982$    255,000$   4,566,018$   
4 80% 23,773$     6,941,787$    8,659$       2,528,562$    255,000$   4,158,225$   
5 80% 23,476$     6,855,015$    8,833$       2,579,133$    255,000$   4,020,882$   
6 80% 23,183$     6,769,327$    9,009$       2,630,715$    255,000$   3,883,611$   
7 80% 22,893$     6,684,710$    9,189$       2,683,330$    255,000$   3,746,381$   
8 80% 22,607$     6,601,151$    9,373$       2,736,996$    255,000$   3,609,155$   
9 80% 22,324$     6,518,637$    9,561$       2,791,736$    255,000$   3,471,901$   

10 80% 22,045$     6,437,154$    9,752$       2,847,571$    255,000$   3,334,583$   
11 80% 21,769$     6,356,690$    9,947$       2,904,522$    255,000$   3,197,167$   
12 80% 21,497$     6,277,231$    10,146$     2,962,613$    255,000$   3,059,618$   
13 80% 21,229$     6,198,766$    10,349$     3,021,865$    255,000$   2,921,901$   
14 80% 20,963$     6,121,281$    10,556$     3,082,302$    255,000$   2,783,979$   
15 80% 20,701$     6,044,765$    10,767$     3,143,948$    255,000$   2,645,817$   
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All of our sources stated that the current downturn in the North Sea has been worse than 
2008, and  potentially the worst ever. This has been because (1) the oil price did not recover 
quickly, (2) companies made large vessel orders right at the top of the cycle, and (3) most/all 
companies entered the downturn highly levered. As a result, almost all companies have been 
through some form of bankruptcy or restructuring. 
As one oil company said, the North Sea had a “near death experience”. Much of the kit was 
near it’s end of life. Operating efficiency was awful with lots of downtime and high labor costs. 
As a result, there were significant redundancies, and this was the bulk of the cost cutting. The 
businesses have become more efficient with automation and using technology. They think this 
is structural. The change in prices with service providers is more likely to be cyclical. 
As costs fall and oil prices soaring, it is clear that the cycle has turned. As one source said: 
“If oil can stay at $60-90 then oil companies will have the confidence to invest in projects so 
activity will probably be high and the demand for boats will be higher and everything should 
improve.” 
The number of PSV tenders is up ~35% y/y, and the number of rigs is already rising, with 
utilization up 11% y/y and now at 64%: 

 
Day rates for vessels are already rising (left chart), but have historically inflected upwards at 
75% utilization (right), suggested this is likely to be reached in 1 years’ time: 

 
Source: SDSD’s April 2018 equity issuance docs 

Shipbrokers all agree that prices are rising and but there is a range of opinion as to how quickly 
it will rise. The general consensus on prices today is that they are already around £10k. One 
said we will probably not get back to £13k in the next 2-3 years and that this would need oil at 
$100. Clarkson's 18 April 2018 report says that large PSVs are getting $15.5-18.5k for summer 
2018. However, another shipbroker told us that day rates may not need to go back to £13k 
because costs have come down. 
A key source of speculation is how many ships in layup will come back to the market. The 
supply vessel companies say that only 40-50% will, whereas the shipbrokers estimate that 70-
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80% will. The vessels that will struggle to come back are the older and smaller ones. There 
are two main reasons for this: First, given the oversupply of boats oil companies can be picky 
in the ones they choose. Second, as offshore drilling moves increasingly to deeper and 
harsher waters, higher quality boats are required. Boats over 10 years old are unlikely to come 
back. As one oil company told us, they are not looking for the lowest price on day-rate drilling 
- they want the best quality with very low downtime. 
As the market turns, so too does the value of the vessels. However, given the number of 
vessels in layup it is unlikely that the increased theoretical value of the vessels can be realized 
through asset sales. Instead, they will be realized through higher earnings power. As one 
source said: “who wants to spend $10mm on a boat in a rubbish market that is trading at a 
loss?”. In other words, you can’t practically sell them at this point in the cycle for their ‘intrinsic 
value’.  
 

SDSD’s Fleet 

 
 
Large vessels 
SDSD acquired 5 very large PSVs which are now the core of the company through two 
transactions in 2017. In January 2017, SDSD bought 3 PSVs from Volstad Shipping for a total 
price of $40m. These vessels cost ~$41m each to build. In October, the company further 
acquired 2 very large PSVs from defunct German owner ER Offshore for $11.1m each that 
originally cost $57m to build. All 5 vessels are amongst the most advanced in the world, which 
was confirmed through my primary research calls.  

($ values are in 
mm)

 New Build 
Cost 

Age 
(Years)

 New-Build 
Parity Ownership  Original 

Build Cost 

 
VesselValue 

estimate 

 2014 
Market 
Price 

 SDSD's 
Acquistion 

Cost 
Standard Viking 40.0$        10 24.0$        100.0% 41.0$        30.1$           42.1$        13.3$        
Standard Supplier 40.0$        11 22.4$        100.0% 41.0$        29.4$           39.1$        13.3$        
Standard Princess 40.0$        10 24.0$        100.0% 41.0$        30.5$           40.1$        13.3$        
Standard Supporter 40.0$        9 25.6$        100.0% 57.0$        30.5$           39.4$        11.1$        
Standard Provider 40.0$        8 27.2$        100.0% 57.0$        33.2$           45.7$        11.1$        

Value to SDSD: 123.2$      

World Diamond 23.0$        5 18.4$        26.2% 33.0$        21.7$           31.6$        4.6$          
World Peridot 23.0$        5 18.4$        26.2% 33.0$        21.9$           31.7$        4.6$          
World Pearl 23.0$        5 18.4$        26.2% 33.0$        21.8$           31.8$        4.6$          
World Emerald 23.0$        5 18.4$        26.2% 33.0$        22.0$           31.9$        4.6$          
World Opal 23.0$        5 18.4$        26.2% 33.0$        21.9$           31.3$        4.6$          
World Sapphire 23.0$        5 18.4$        26.2% 33.0$        22.0$           31.4$        4.6$          

Value to SDSD: 28.9$        

FS Kristiansand 20.0$        13 9.6$          25.5% 30.0$        13.3$           25.7$        2.5$          
FS Bergen 20.0$        12 10.4$        25.5% 30.0$        13.2$           27.7$        2.5$          
FS Arendal 20.0$        12 10.4$        25.5% 30.0$        13.4$           26.3$        2.5$          
FS Abergeldie 20.0$        10 12.0$        25.5% 27.0$        15.7$           29.4$        5.1$          
FS Aberdour 20.0$        9 12.8$        25.5% 27.0$        15.8$           29.6$        5.7$          
FS Braemar 20.0$        11 11.2$        25.5% 30.0$        14.2$           26.5$        5.9$          
FS Balmoral 20.0$        10 12.0$        25.5% 30.0$        14.7$           25.8$        5.9$          
FS Crathes 20.0$        10 12.0$        25.5% 27.0$        15.6$           29.2$        2.5$          
FS Carrick 20.0$        9 12.8$        25.5% 27.0$        15.8$           29.8$        2.5$          

Value to SDSD: 26.3$        

Value of Entire Fleet to SDSD: 178.4$      221.7$         319.7$      78.2$        
Net Cash 21.0$        21.0$           21.0$        21.0$        

Intrinsic Value 199.4$      242.7$         340.7$      99.2$        
Market Cap 103.1$      103.1$         103.1$      103.1$      

Equity Upside 93% 135% 230% -4%

New-Build Parity Calculations Useful Comparisons
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Source: Company presentation 

These vessels have been highly utilized throughout this downturn: 

 
Source: Company presentation 

The market value of these vessels over time: 
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Source: VesselsValue 

Medium sized vessels  

 
Source: Company presentation 

 
Source: Company presentation 
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All 6 “World” vessels are currently in layup and are not controlled by SDSD. US multi-billion 
and multi-strategy hedge fund QVT Financial owns the 73.8% and SDSD 26.2%. 
World Emerald and World Sapphire can be found on Tschudi Ship Management’s website: 
http://www.tschudioffshore.com/page/915/Fleet_List 
World Diamond, Perdiot, Pearl and Opal can be found on Remoy Management’s website at: 
https://remoy-management.no/fleet/offshore-service-vessels. 
 
Distressed sellers 
All of SDSD’s vessels were acquired from distressed sellers: 
ER Offshore (9 vessels) 
Private company that is very difficult to find information about, but they no longer have any 
ships listed on their website: https://www.er-offshore.com/en/fleet.php 
Sources say that they went from ~12 ships to 0. Were forced into sales by German banks. 
 

World Wide Supply ASA  (6 vessels)  
World Wide Supply (WWS) was a Cayman company. They took on debt to order 6 vessels at 
the top of the market cycle. These vessels entered long-term contracts with Petrobras in Brazil 
that were subsequently cancelled in 2016. They then moved to the North Sea to trade on the 
spot market briefly. By August 2016 (when SDSD acquired its first stake), all 6 vessels were 
in layup and the company had breached its covenants and defaulted on part of its debt. It had 
NOK 1257mm of debt, NOK 82mm of unpaid interest and NOK 93mm in additional annual 
interest. The company was in default by the time of its last public report in Q2 2016. 
SDSD acquired first lien bonds in the company in October and November 2016 and in January 
2017 all the debt in the company was converted into the equity of a new company called New 
World Supply Ltd. New World Supply today has no debt. SDSD owns 26.2% of the equity and 
a US multi-strategy and multi-billion dollar hedge fund called QVT Financial owns the other 
73.8%. QVT was founded and is run by Dan Gold. Gold was a trader at Deutsche Bank before 
founding QVT in 2010, and has since 2010 has also served as a non-executive director on 
the board of a UK drilling rig company called Awilco Drilling, which QVT has also invested in.  
Volstad Shipping (3 vessels) 
Was forced into a bank sale and has now exited the industry. 
Island Offshore (2 vessels) 
Island had also breached covenants and had to sell vessels to raise cash in their restructuring. 
The CFO of Island told us that: 
“The sale of the Express & Earl was definitely influenced by the fact that we have been through 
a debt restructuring, but the main reason was that we are of the opinion that there will be a 
significant over-supply of PSV’s in the market in the short to medium term. As a consequence 
we found it beneficial to dispose of the two oldest and smallest PSV’s in our fleet. In our opinion 
the PSV’s of UT755 design is “outdated” in the advanced parts of the OSV market - and thus 
we want to concentrate on larger and slightly more advanced vessels. SDSD paid the going 
market price at the point in time when they purchased the vessels - whether this is to be 
considered a “good” or a “fair” deal is up to the eyes looking I guess. It was a historically low 
price - but I think also that UT755’s has been sold at even lower prices after the purchase of 
the Express & Earl was concluded.”  

 

M&A Value 
SDSD has made 13 acquisitions since 2016 months, all from distressed sellers. Industry 
sources expect several major restructurings to take place in 2018/19 as debt levels are still 
extremely high for all publicly listed peers except Tidewater and Gulfmark, which are both US 
companies and went through Chapter 11. The industry has an interest coverage of -1.0x and 
Net Debt/EBITDA of 13.2x.  
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The publicly traded peers alone have 75 vessels in layup, which are the most likely vessels to 
get sold. This figure includes both PSVs and Anchor Handlers (another type of vessel that 
companies owning PSVs also typically own). Focusing just on the PSV market and including 
private peers, shipbrokers show that there are a total of 67 PSVs currently in layup in the North 
Sea, which demonstrates there are indeed plenty of additional acquisition targets. Of these, 
31 vessels are likely to be better quality (larger deck size, younger) than SDSD’s existing 
World Supply vessels and so be the types of vessels that SDSD will go for: 

 
Source: http://westshore.no/ 
As examples of why some of these vessels are realistic acquisition targets: (i) 4 of these 
vessels are owned by Island Offshore, which SDSD has already acquired 2 vessels from as 
a result of their need to restructure debt. (ii) 2 of these vessels are owned by Bourbon, which 
is expected to make -$340mm EBIT in 2018 on an EV of $2.1bn and has already stated they 
want to sell PSVs in a ‘strategic’ shift. 
SDSD’s commentary on acquisitions (from a May article on Tradewinds): SD Standard Drilling 
chairman Martin Nes. “We would like to increase the fleet but by buying at the right price for 
us, as buyers — and that’s not so easy now because you see that the market has moved a 

Publically traded peers
Data as of 8 Oct, 2018 North Sea (PSV & AHTS)

Market 
Cap Net Debt EV EBITDA Interest 

Expense
Net Debt/    
EBITDA

Interest 
Coverage

Total 
Vessels

Vessels in 
Layup

Havila Shipping ASA (OB:HAVI) 19$            470$         489$          42$              25$              11.1x -0.5x 23               8                 
Eidesvik Offshore ASA (OB:EIOF) 49$            249$         298$          5$                11$              46.1x -1.7x 22               7                 

Tidewater Inc. (NYSE:TDW) 934$         14$            948$          (50)$            22$              -ve EBITDA -4.5x 21               5                 
Bourbon Corporation SA (ENXTPA:GBB) 514$         1,569$      2,083$       98$              83$              16.1x -4.0x 8                 3                 

Siem Offshore Inc. (OB:SIOFF) 215$         947$         1,162$       139$           42$              6.8x 0.4x 21               ?
Nordic American Offshore Ltd. (NYSE:NAO) 60$            105$         165$          (2)$               7$                -ve EBITDA -2.8x 10               1                 

DOF ASA (OB:DOF) 259$         1,639$      1,897$       242$           65$              6.8x 1.7x 17               -              
Solstad Farstad ASA (OB:SOFF) 167$         3,260$      3,427$       149$           92$              21.9x 0.3x 110             42               

Gulfmark Offshore, Inc. (AMEX:GLF) 252$         40$            292$          3$                11$              13.2x -3.6x 30               9                 
Industry 2,468$      8,293$      10,761$    626$           358$           13.2x -1.0x 262             75               

S.D. Standard Drilling Plc (OB:SDSD) 104$         83$            2$                -$            n/a n/a 20               6                 

2018 Estimates

31 vessels in layup that have 
a larger deck size (and 

mostly younger) than the 
SDSD’s New World Supply 

vessels. These are potential 
acquisitions for SDSD. 

SDSD’s existing 6 New 
World Supply vessels 
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bit," Nes said. "You see that the rates in the North Sea, where we operate, have increased 
quite a lot actually from the rock bottom back in January 2017. 

Company Structure 

 
SDSD has effective control of the vessels in its stakes in Northern PSV AS and PSV 
Opportunity III due to the fact that Norwegian DIS structures typically have a ‘trigger clause’ 
of 15% ownership. This ‘trigger clause’ means that other shareholders have to sell or buy out 
SDSD at the equivalent price of any offer from a third party to buy the vessels. The vessels 
are also managed by Fletcher Shipping, which SDSD outsources it’s operations to. SDSD 
does not have control over the 6 vessels owned by New World Supply. These are operated 
by Tschudi Ship Management and Remoy Management. 

Management of Ships is Outsourced 
Management of ships is outsourced primarily to Fletcher Shipping, who receive a 
management fee per day per vessel in operation and compensation for the vessels hired. No 
fees are accrued for vessels in layup. Fletcher was established in 2007 and is responsible for 
seeking and negotiating employment for the vessels in addition to the daily running of the 
vessels either in lay-up or when on charter. Fletcher provides commercial, technical, and 
corporate services, including vessel maintenance, crewing, purchasing, shipyard supervision, 
insurance and financial service in addition to being responsible for the equipment used for the 
vessels’ safe operation. See more at: https://www.fletcher-group.com/about-us 
Remøy Management is the manager for the vessels World Diamond, World Perdiot, World 
Pearl and World Opal. The four vessels are currently in layup in Ålesund, Norway. The Vessels 
World Emerald and World Sapphire are managed by Tschudi Ship Management. The two 
vessels are currently in layup in Cadiz, Spain. Tschudi Ship Management is located in Estonia 
and is a wholly owned subsidiary of the Tschudi Shipping Company. 
Stock Price Chart 
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Financials 
Note: historic financials are not particularly useful given that most of the vessels were only 
acquired recently and are equity investments rather than operated by SDSD. The most 
important item is the book value of the vessels on the balance sheet. These were listed at 
$88.4mm at the end of 2017, and revised up to $91.9mm at Q1 2018. The book value is the 
average of valuations from two independent valuers. The valuers consider these to be 
distressed values, and calculate it by estimating fair market value for today and applying a 
discount. If SDSD had reported the estimated fair market value rather than distressed market 
value, the book value of the vessels at the end of Q1 would have been $131.6mm rather than 
$91.9mm. Taking this $131.6mm and adding the $21mm of net cash at the end of Q1 would 
give SDSD an intrinsic value of $152.6mm. The current market cap $103mm. 

 

Amounts in $mms 2016 2017

Cash 1.8$           12.1$         
Trade and receivables 0.1$           0.0$           

Senior secured callable bonds 2.0$           0.1$           Bonds in World Wide Supply (converted to equity)
Loan receivable -$           -$           

Available-for-sale financial assets 0.0$           0.0$           
Others 0.0$           0.0$           

Total Current Assets 4.0$           12.3$         

Financial Assets 5.3$           88.4$         Book value of vessels
Other 0.0$           0.0$           

Total Non Current Assets 5.3$           88.4$         
Total Assets 9.3$           100.6$       

Trade and other payables 0.2$           0.2$           
Total liabilities 0.2$           0.2$           

Equity 9.1$           100.5$       

Amounts in $mms 2016 2017

Changes in fair value of financial assets 0.2$           (2.6)$          
Other gains and losses -$           0.3$           

Interest income 0.0$           0.2$           
Net FX gains -$           1.6$           

Admin fees (0.5)$          (0.7)$          
Operating Income (0.3)$          (1.2)$          

Financing expenses (0.0)$          (0.0)$          
Profit before tax (0.3)$          (1.2)$          

Tax -$           -$           

Net income (0.3)$          (1.2)$          

Amounts in $mms 2016 2017

Net income (0.3)$          (1.2)$          
Payments to acquire financial assets (5.1)$          (81.5)$        acquisition of vessels

Change in WC (0.3)$          2.5$           
Other (0.2)$          (1.8)$          

Net cash from operations (5.6)$          (80.8)$        

Redemption of senior secure callable bonds -$           3.6$           redeemed from World Wide Supply
Purchase of senior secure callable bonds (2.0)$          (1.4)$          Bonds in World Wide Supply (converted to equity)

Interest Received 0.0$           0.2$           
Net cash from investing activities (2.0)$          2.5$           

Equity issuance -$           92.1$         issuing equity to acquire vessels
Equity issuance costs -$           (3.8)$          

Net cash from financing activities -$           88.4$         

Balance Sheet

Cash Flow

Income Statement
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Important Disclosures 
Note: The author is a principal of Plural Investing LLC (“Plural”). As of the publication of this 
report (the "Report"), the author, Plural, its affiliates, and/or its principals (the “Plural Parties”) 
currently maintain an investment in S.D. Standard Drilling Plc (the "Company") and stand to 
realize gains in the event that the price of the Company's stock rises. For this reason, the 
opinions expressed in this Report should not be considered independent. Following the 
publication of this Report, the Plural Parties expect to transact in the Company’s securities 
covered in the Report and may increase or decrease investment in such securities.  
This material is for informational purposes only, does not constitute an offer or solicitation to 
buy or sell securities, and no specific recommendations are intended. The Plural Parties 
reserve the right to transact securities in a manner inconsistent with the views expressed 
herein and, furthermore, disclaim any and all responsibility for any direct or consequential loss 
or damage of any kind whatsoever arising directly or indirectly from: (i) reliance on any 
information contained in the analysis; (ii) any error, omission or inaccuracy in any such 
information; or (iii) any action resulting therefrom.   
Selective citations of, or quotations from, this document may be made under "fair use" laws, 
provided publication includes an appropriate reference to Plural and a link to Plural’s web site, 
at www.pluralinvesting.com. No reproduction of the whole report, or large sections of it, 
including graphics, is permitted without written permission from Plural.  
For further information please email Plural at contact@pluralinvesting.com. 
Copyright Plural Investing LLC, 2018. All rights reserved. 
 


